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Insights
The 2012 election put energy security back on the nation’s mind—that is, if it had ever left.
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From Richard Nixon’s price controls to Jimmy Carter’s solar panels to the Gulf War, fossil
fuels and power have been part of the national conversation for decades. The debate in
2012 was equal parts substantive and political, seeming a bit louder than in the last two
presidential contests. Wedge issues were the Keystone XL pipeline, offshore drilling, and
renewable energy subsidies, while the increase in domestic oil and gas production, along
with relatively reasonable gasoline prices, tempered any potential for energy to serve as a
focal point of the campaign. Climate change played virtually no role in the larger political
discourse and was not mentioned at all during a 10-minute exchange on energy in the
second presidential debate. The president refocused on the issue during his inaugural
address, discussing it more than any other single topic.
Though it is a stretch to say President Obama won over Americans on energy questions,
his stances on energy policy will certainly influence how Congress approaches the question
in 2013. His second term is likely to focus on federal spending cuts, but the president and
his party have made it clear that renewable energy subsidies will survive budget negotiations
largely intact. For the DoD, this means that the market for renewable energy development
should stay in line with their projections, and the laws requiring its use will likely remain on the
books. There has been almost no outcry to change the goal requiring the three services to
produce or purchase one gigawatt of renewable energy by 2025, and, during the lame duck
session, Congress passed a National Defense Authorization Act that repealed restrictions
on military spending on biofuels.
One reason even austerity-minded legislators would balk at changing the military’s current
energy security strategy is that the military seems committed to it. Each service has assistant
secretaries working out of the Pentagon to purchase renewable power, build the military’s
generation capacity, leverage new technologies and state laws to lower costs, and diminish
theater-level fossil fuel dependence. Conversations with the Navy (see pg. 22), the Army
(see Q2 2012 issue), and the Air Force (see pg. 13) reveal that civilians and the military are
strongly in favor of pursuing military energy security through a mix of renewables, alternative
fuels, and efficiencies. But do not confuse this with a “green” agenda: the operational
benefits at permanent installations and forward operating bases of energy self-sufficiency
drive the DoD’s pursuit of new forms of energy.
Focused on efforts to improve operational energy, the Winter 2013 Issue of DoD PEP
highlights developments in traditional and newer battlefield power sources—diesel generators
and solar panels, respectively—as well as efforts to more holistically provide energy to the
warfighter. Continuing the discussion on how to fuel the ever more energy-intensive soldier
and Marine is critical as U.S. forces retool after 13 years of counterinsurgency. Given that
approximately $500 billion has already been slashed from projected defense spending
increases, discussions of tactics, strategy, and future combat environments are just as
important now as they were when 150,000 U.S. troops were deployed in Afghanistan and
Iraq. We hope this issue provides readers with valuable information on these and other
military energy topics.
As always, we welcome your questions and comments!
Very respectfully,

Proud Members
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Corps of engineers
softens sandy’s blow

By JoAnne Castagna, Ed.D
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New York District

“When the first generator kicked on, there were screams of
excitement from the buildings,” said Col. Paul Owen, New York
District commander, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
“They were so excited about hearing the generator come on
after struggling without power for a week,” said Owen, talking
about the residents of a public housing complex in Rockaway
Beach, Queens, NY.
Owen was in Rockaway as part of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers Hurricane Sandy Response Mission as assigned by
FEMA.
Hundreds of Army Corps employees teamed with federal,
state, city, regional agencies, and soldiers from the 249th
Engineer Battalion (Prime Power) to provide temporary
emergency power to critical facilities in the New York-New
Jersey Metro area.
In addition, they dewatered flooded areas, removed debris,
provided bottled water to impacted communities, and performed
standard assigned Army Corps emergency operations missions.
Hurricane Sandy was the largest Atlantic hurricane on
record, causing severe damage across 24 states and hitting
New York and New Jersey especially hard.
The superstorm’s 95-mile-per-hour winds and recordbreaking storm surge flooded streets, subways, and vehicular
tunnels with salt water, wreaking havoc on communities
throughout the region, especially those in coastal areas;
creating major debris issues; and knocking out power to millions
of residents.
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The Army Corps plays a major role in disaster response,
with more than 40 specially trained response teams capable of
providing a wide variety of public works and engineering-related
support.
After the hurricane, the Army Corps immediately had teams
on the ground working around the clock to get things back to
normal, families safely back in their homes, and people back to
work.
Task Force Power was one of the teams that provided
temporary power for critical facilities including water and
wastewater treatment plants, hospitals, nursing homes, public
housing developments, fire stations, and police stations.
The temporary power allowed these sites some level of
operability while the commercial grid was restored by local
power authorities.
“Power is what people need immediately after a disaster
because it means life,” said Jim Balocki, chief, Interagency
and International Services, Headquarters, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, who served as the Army Corps leader for Task Force
Power.
“It’s important to get power to such places as hospitals
because people’s lives are on the line. People there are receiving
critical care for illnesses and injuries that need the power to stay
alive. Hospitals were also experiencing a surge of new people
coming in because they were harmed during Sandy,” Balocki
said.
The team also provided temporary power to life-sustaining
facilities—ensuring that families would not require additional
support from the state and federal government—and to mass
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Clockwise from top left: Soldiers with C Company, 249th Engineer Battalion (Prime Power) install electrical generator equipment at a Carteret, NJ, fuel depot that lost power during Hurricane Sandy (USACE). Staff Sgt.
Henry Howell and Sgt. Nathaniel Boecker of Headquarters and Headquarters Company, 249th Eng. Battalion (Prime Power), inspect generators at the Ocean Bay Public Housing complex. The 249th has installed 22
generators powering 24 family building structures in the Rockaways (Brooks Hubbard IV, USACE). Generators in central New Jersey staged for deployment in their Emergency Temporary Power mission. USACE aggressively helped to bring temporary emergency power to critical facilities in New York and New Jersey following Hurricane Sandy (Mary Markos, St. Louis District, Public Affairs).

transit systems such as the Hudson Ferry, New Jersey’s PATH
trains, and the Long Island railroad. Additionally, the team
allotted power to petroleum terminals that were critical to
restoring fuel availability in the region after the storm.
Task Force Power installed 202 temporary FEMA generators
throughout the metro area. The generators had the capacity
to provide 54 megawatts of power (enough to power a city
of 55,000 people) and directly supported more than 25,000
residents, with thousands more benefitting indirectly.
The generators were specific to the various power situations
they encountered. “This is not a one-size-fits-all situation
where we rolled up with 75 generators in the back of a van
and started dropping them off and hooking them up,” Balocki
said. “Every one of the generators had to be specially matched
and connected to safely provide temporary power. Because it’s
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custom made, it takes a bit longer than what people expect and
want, but it’s for the safety of the people living and working in
the facility.”
One of the places the team installed generators was in the
public housing development where Owen was present. The
development houses 1,200 residents who didn’t have power
for more than a week.
“Two ladies from the development were there watching us
do our work, and I explained everything we were doing so they
would understand the situation,” Balocki said. “Although they
were not pleased with having to wait for electricity, they were
grateful to have the Army Corps there, and that we took the time
to explain things to them. They gave me a hug.”
More info: contact@tacticaldefensemedia.com
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Secretary of the Navy Ray Mabus observes an array of solar panels while receiving a tour of the Boldak Expeditionary
Energy Patrol Base in Helmand province, Afghanistan. (Petty Officer 2nd Class Kevin O’Brien)

PV: Tapping The
Solar Solution
The U.S. military currently finds itself trying to
understand the complexities of an insurgency
with deep historical and religious roots. To do
so, the DoD must also deal with the inevitable
increase in the amount of energy (electrical
energy to be more precise) needed to perform
that mission.
By Steven Tucker, RFAST-C; Power and Energy SME/PoC

Literally hundreds of applications—from handheld radios,
vehicle-based frequency jammers, and incoming shot location
detectors to large container scanners that can “see” inside tractor
trailer trucks—all rely on the constant flow of electrons to make
them work. As a result, the amount of power consumed on a
daily basis to support the military mission is mind boggling, and it
appears to be increasing all the time.

An Energy Paradigm
The electrical power at most Forward Operating Bases (FOB)
is generated by dedicated large capacity generators, and that
power is then distributed by a traditional electrical grid. However,
some sections of these large bases still utilize smaller independent
generator sets of approximately 60kW for their power, but that
method, known as “spot generation,” is typically minimized when
the aforementioned established electrical grid is available for tie in.
Here’s the catch. Once you move out of the FOBs to the smaller
Combat Outposts (COPs), then move further out to Patrol Bases
(PBs), and ultimately to the yet even more remote Village Stability
Platforms (VSPs), the amount of power required typically drops off.
Does that mean the amount actually generated drops off at the
same rate? Not necessarily. Many of the outlying posts have both
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Steve Tucker is a senior engineer with the U.S. Army’s
Natick Soldier Research Design and Engineering Center
(NSRDEC) where he focuses on alternative energy
and micro-grids for both basecamp-level operational
power and energy efforts, as well as soldier platformlevel applications. Steve is currently deployed with
RDECOM’s Field Assistance in Science and Technology
Center (RFAST-C) in Afghanistan in support of
Operation Enduring Freedom.
military and commercial generators that are loaded at levels far
below their optimal run point and far beyond the electrical capacity
that the location requires. This suboptimal loading of the generators
results in a host of problems, including inefficient use of fuel, “wet
stacking,” and related maintenance issues. As a result, there is a
push to upgrade the generators in the field to the latest version of
fossil fuel-fired generators in an attempt to resolve some of those
issues.
Generator issues at the established bases aside, what about
the small unit, the dismounted soldier, or even the special operator
who is in the field for an extended amount of time without the ability
to utilize a fossil fuel-fired generator as an electrical source? What
about energy for recharging batteries when resupply is not feasible
due to location or the need to maintain a silent state of operation?
That’s where I see alternative energy, and especially photovoltaics
(PV), continuing to make inroads into the military energy generation
mix.

Location, Location, Location
The current conflict in Afghanistan and other instabilities currently
happening in the Middle East (Syria, Iran, etc.) lead me to believe
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that the military will be active in this part of the world for some time
to come—and in my opinion, almost definitely over the next five
years.
As a result of the high level of solar insolation (the intensity of
incoming solar radiation) inherent to the geographical area of those
current spots of concern, PV is in a prime position to be the energy
generation method of choice for select mission sets if several issues
can be resolved with further R&D investment:
First: The efficiency of electrical loads and the conservation
of energy as a force enabler needs to be addressed. I believe
that a combination of education and a reality check on the true
cost of power in the field is needed here. Perhaps that starts with
addressing energy efficiency of an electrical load at the contracting
level, essentially requiring every new piece of military equipment
to meet a threshold energy efficiency level with no loss in mission
capability. Make it a Key Performance Parameter (KPP) so that the
higher the efficiency of the military system, the higher it would rank
in the proposal down selection process.
However, this is not only a technology-based issue. Every
electron consumed by a device should provide some benefit to the
soldier using the equipment, but that soldier should also be keenly
aware that electrons (like bullets) need to be resupplied in the form
of liquid fuel for the generator needed to recharge their equipment
or in the form of new batteries for non-rechargeable devices. Much
like a child learns the value of money by having to work for it, we
should stress the true cost of fuel and electrical energy during a
soldier’s training in terms of time, effort, and security required to
ensure that the power gets where it needs to be. This may create
a shift from a mindset of “It’s someone else’s problem” to the
realization that “If the power doesn’t flow, it’s everybody’s problem.”
Second: The conversion efficiency of alternative energy
sources—and for this discussion, flexible thin-film PV in particular—
needs to be increased. A very short list of potential avenues
that could be pursued to accomplish this goal includes further
R&D to capture photons in parts of the light spectrum not
currently fully utilized, embedded nano-level conductors to increase
device current, or perhaps even some form of embedded light
concentration by texturing the top encapsulant layer. In short,
the power levels need to increase without increasing the overall
deployed footprint or weight of the PV itself.
Third: Durability, especially for non-rigid forms of PV, is another
area for potential progress. This starts with a solid understanding of
the military environment in which the PV will be deployed and the
unique stressors of that environment, understanding the realistic
level of maintenance (or lack thereof) that the PV will receive once it
is deployed in a military setting, and then working backwards from
there. There is an urgent need for PV manufacturers to engage their
material suppliers with technical military support personnel who
have actually lived and seen the environment. Blowing sand, high
ambient temperatures, sustained and constant wind induced flutter,
high UV loading, lack of maintenance due to mission pressure,
and many other obstacles are all realities in the current area of
operations.
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Fourth: While many attribute the fully burdened cost of fueling
military forward ops more to fossil fuel-fired generators with their
inherent logistical fuel tail, the cost of procuring, shipping, installing,
monitoring, maintaining, and ultimately disposing of or transitioning
alternative energy sources to local use still needs to be considered.
A focus on making sure that equipment will perform as advertised in
the environment it will be deployed to, followed closely by reducing
initial procurement cost, is most important. Without both of these
factors initially considered, the rest is most likely a moot point.
Fifth: The weight/cube model applies to all military equipment,
but with alternative power sources, it boils down to how much
energy one gets for the weight/bulk they have to install or carry.
In the case of PV, this is strongly influenced by the conversion
efficiency. Yet, it is also a matter of the heavier component materials
selection in the PV stack as well as external packaging. Small
changes such as lighter-weight substrates and encapsulants,
minimization of package materials, and miniaturization of application
electronics all add up. While the reduction of weight and cube
in soldier-borne alternative energy sources may not mean a
corresponding reduction in soldier load, it does mean that some
capability has been opened up for carrying other very important
things such as food, water, and ammunition.
Sixth is pertinent application development. The application must
take into account all five elements expressed above: maximized
efficiency of internal electronics with no loss in mission capability;
increased conversion efficiency of the alternative energy source;
durability to survive field conditions; cost minimization of deployment;
and minimized weight/cube. However, another element must be
added: making sure that any application development-oriented
alternative energy effort produces prototype items that match
a need expressed or anticipated in the field and is also able to
be evaluated and utilized at some level in that same military field
setting so additional lessons can be learned and fed back into the
development process.

Potential Areas for
Application Development
As expressed earlier, electrical power at base camps—from
FOBs all the way out to VSPs—appears to be managed and
supplied by fossil fuel generators. Until alternative energy sources
can match that ability to provide power 24/7 in a comparable size
and weight or the price and availability of fuel drives a different
operating paradigm, it is doubtful that outside of select mission sets
alternative energy will make any appreciable market penetration
replacing the installed generator assets at most base camps.
That said, I see at least three areas that show promise for
increased alternative energy use.
First: The small unit/individual soldier will learn to use alternative
energy more effectively. This platform has the “human element”
benefit of being able to employ alternative energy intelligently
and adapt the use of alternative energy to suit the operational
environment at that moment. I also believe that training on how
to do so properly—along with the realization of the benefit of
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minimizing logistical resupply and realistic expectations management
of what alternative energy can and cannot do—are all keys to longterm soldier acceptance and utilization.
Second: Within the special operations forces (SOF) is where thinfilm PV, and most alternative energy in general, will ultimately gain full
operational acceptance. Coupled with the ability of SOF troops to
make do with what they have at hand, the very nature of typical SOF
austere operating conditions closely matches the mindset required to
live “off the grid” back in the United States. This “off-grid” and outdoor
enthusiast market is the niche that small capacity PV systems are
being marketed to on the commercial side.

Join Us for the Largest
Energy Conference & Expo
Along the Gulf Coast.

Power for unattended sensor systems and unmanned transmission
relay sites are two areas in which I can see PV being utilized at first,
especially if combined with a concealed energy storage system. The
very nature of the electrical load of these two systems—high “burst”
energy utilization for short periods of time interspaced by long periods
of dormancy when energy collection and recharge of the energy
storage component would be performed—lends itself perfectly to
alternative energy’s ability to operate virtually continuously without
operator intervention. Specialized applications in this area may require
modification to the visual characteristics of the thin-film PV, whether in
shape, perceived color, or texture. Essentially, how do we make PV
not look like PV so that it blends into the background unnoticed?
Third: I expect that specialty textiles for military applications will
continue to develop. Prior work in the area of creating a PV “wire”—
while a device low in conversion efficiency and of very short lifespan—
showed that a fundamental shift from planar PV cells to a tubular
format of this technology was indeed possible. I believe that additional
work currently being done in this area will show that a similar pursuit
of producing PV “tapes” can be successfully woven in a tarpaulin-like
fashion to produce a working rough textile. Granted, this technology
is still currently in its infancy, but with success at the original prototype
level followed by visionary leadership providing additional funding to
support R&D in this area, I believe we could see PV textiles of larger
format that include inherent energy storage elements produced at preproduction levels in the next five to 10 years.

Conclusion
I am sure there are focus areas and efforts that others in the R&D
realm could expand this discussion to include, and I would welcome
them to do so. Solving the energy issues that our military faces will not
happen overnight, nor will it happen with just one alternative energy
solution, as there are simply too many platforms that need their own
specific solution set. However, I submit that many aspects of the six
points I raised earlier remain valid across most, if not all, platforms.
In closing, we can do better when it comes to the way we use and
produce energy for the military mission. We owe it to the soldier—and
the taxpayer—to do it now.
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Industry Response

PV: Solar Energy as a
Remote Power Source
on the Battlefield
As the modern battlefield grows more
challenging and our warfighters become
increasingly technologically advanced, the U.S.
military and its allies are identifying remote
power as a capability gap that must be filled.
By Dr. Frank Jeffrey and Mr. Wes White, PowerFilm, Inc.

The U.S. military can attribute its success in battle to both
the art of leadership, tactics, and maneuver, and the science
of weaponry and electronics commonly referred to as C4ISR—
or Command and Control, Computers, Communications,
Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance. This combination
of art and science has changed the character of warfare and with
it the requirement for electricity in areas where no such electricity
is available.
The more technologically advanced the force becomes, the
more reliant it becomes on power. As Mr. Tucker correctly notes in
his article, this electricity requirement appears to be increasing all
the time. To meet this requirement while simultaneously mitigating
the risks associated with being tethered to electricity, soldiers, and
Marines, vehicles, and forward operating bases (FOBs) must be
able to generate their own energy, otherwise known as remote
power. Solar power is a lightweight, safe, secure, and sustainable
renewable power source—which is also affordable and durable
enough to use in the operational environment—and is one
technology that is proving to be a viable tactical and operational
power source.

The Remote Power Problem
Currently there are numerous solutions for getting remote power
to the warfighter in areas where simply plugging into a nearby wall
outlet is not an option. The two most common solutions are carrying
batteries and turning on generators. However, these two answers
come with their own problems. Batteries are heavy, and carrying
more of them results in a loss of maneuverability and causes other
equipment to be left behind. Generators, on the other hand, can be
noisy and require fuel; transporting this fuel is expensive, personnel
intensive, and often life threatening. Increased soldier weight and
additional fuel convoys are both liabilities.
Solar power can reduce these two liabilities by cutting both the
weight of batteries and the amount of fuel needed. However, there
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PowerFilm, Inc. is a flexible thin-film Photo Voltaic (PV)
developer and manufacturing company that provides
solar panels to the military in an effort to fill the military’s
remote power need. This article (PV: Tapping the Solar
Solution) has been submitted in response to an earlier
article written by Mr. Steven Tucker, RFAST-C, Natick
and addresses points made by Mr. Tucker from an
industry teammate point of view.
are some questions and misconceptions about solar that warrant
discussion. Mr. Tucker’s article has effectively set the stage for this
discussion and is a perfect vehicle to use in addressing the future
of solar power on the battlefield.
Discussion Points: Electrical Loads and Education
(Training), Conversion Efficiency, and Durability.
Mr. Tucker has done an excellent job of laying out the benefits
and challenges for PV, or solar, use in the field. He makes clear the
need for cooperative work between military customers and industry
suppliers in order to field the most effective solutions. Success
requires a new way of looking at energy supply by commanders and
a new way of looking at total solution products by the PV industry.
It is, therefore, worthwhile to expand on some of the critical needs
identified in the paper using the three discussion points below.
First: “The efficiency of electrical loads and the conservation
of energy as a force enabler needs to be addressed.” Mr. Tucker
points out that a combination of education and a “reality check”
on the true cost of power in the field is needed. Most in the solar
industry would agree. While improving efficiency of electrical loads is
a critical need, the necessity of understanding energy conservation
and prioritization in a battlefield environment is vital. Effective energy
use in a tactical situation is more than simply turning off a light when
not needed; it’s also about getting the most combat capability out
of the limited power available. The first level of this is, of course,
to improve efficiency of electronic devices as much is possible.
Electrons are valuable, and an effort should be made to waste none
of them.
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Soldiers using 120 watt panels during NIE 12.2 at Ft. Bliss, TX. (PowerFilm)

1KW PowerShade solar shade. (PowerFilm)

A second critical requirement for effective use of alternative
energy is development of intelligent systems marrying the
electronics, rechargeable batteries, and PV as effectively as
possible to minimize any use of back-up batteries or generators.
Electronic systems intelligent enough to efficiently charge batteries
using the constantly varying power level of solar are needed.
Many of the current generation of such devices throw half the
usable solar energy away because of poor understanding of the
relationships. Rectifying this requires a new way of thinking for
electronic designers.
Effective use of solar will also require a new way of viewing
capabilities by our troops and leaders in the user world. It is
inevitable that tactical field manuals and military education courses
such as Basic Training, NCO courses, and Officer Basic Courses
address renewable energy usage, much like they already do skills
such as Basic Rifle Marksmanship, Land Navigation, First Aid, and
Personal Hygiene.
Second: Mr. Tucker also points out that the conversion
efficiency of alternative energy sources, and flexible thin-film PV in
particular, needs to be increased; he offers a short list of potential
avenues that could accomplish this, including further R&D to
capture photons in parts of the light spectrum not currently fully
utilized, embedded nano-level conductors to increase device
current, and some form of embedded light concentration by
texturing the top encapsulant layer. As discussed, improving
conversion efficiency under field conditions, rather than laboratory
conditions that may differ significantly, is a top-line need. This
becomes a challenge as the standard physics rule applies: If
something is easy to measure it’s probably less meaningful,
and what is most meaningful is probably hard to measure.
In the field, we need maximum conversion efficiency under a
wide range of temperatures, light intensities, spectral distributions,
and shading effects. How a specific PV module responds to these
variables is governed not only by the semiconductor chosen but
also by the cell interconnect scheme. In the end, there will be no
substitute for field experience. This experience should be the guide
used for selecting a technology for any specific field application
for two reasons: Different field applications will require different
technologies, and lab results don’t always match field results.
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Third: Durability is another area for potential progress and
is accurately addressed by Mr. Tucker, who points out that this
starts with a solid understanding of the military environment
and the unique stressors of that environment. This includes
understanding the realistic level of maintenance (or lack thereof)
that the PV will receive once it is deployed in a military setting. As
with conversion efficiency, durability assessments must be based
on field experience: A higher conversion efficiency is useless if the
module fails in the field.
Mechanical durability is principally determined by the required
thickness of the semiconductor itself and by the interconnect
method. Thin semiconductor layers are quite flexible and capable
of absorbing a lot of damage with minimal power loss, while
thicker semiconductors, such as crystalline wafers, are subject
to breakage and complete failure if not adequately protected.
Interconnects are probably a larger source of failure than cells
themselves. A heavily parallel monolithically interconnected module
can take significant damage without power loss, while a module
using a simple series connection of cells can be killed by a single
broken wire. In general, the more prone the semiconductor or
interconnect is to breakage, the heavier the encapsulation required
to protect the devices. Highly durable semiconductor layers (e.g.,
amorphous silicon on plastic) with monolithic interconnects can
be extremely durable with a minimal addition of encapsulation
plastics. Thus, the intrinsic durability of the semiconductor and
the interconnect scheme directly impact the weight and cube of a
finished module.

Concluding Thoughts
Significant progress has been made in developing PV for use
in the operational environment, though further development will
require continued cooperation between industry and the military,
improvements in education, and constant testing. As squadand platoon-level energy requirements only trend upward, the
advantages of solar as a lightweight, durable, and affordable remote
power source are clear. Powerfilm believes getting these benefits
to the soldier is critical to improve his combat effectiveness.

Dr. Frank Jeffrey is the Founder, President, and CEO of
PowerFilm with a Ph.D in Physics. Wes White is a retired Army
LTC with seven years on the DA Pentagon G3 and G8 staffs.
More info: powerfilmsolar.com
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21st-Century

Battlefield

small Generators:
Supporting What We Have, Building What We Need
Despite needed efforts to bring renewables
to the operational level, diesel generators still
have a bright future in the U.S. military.
By Shane Shamblin, Director of Business Development
Fidelity Technologies Corporation

Fidelity Technologies Corporation for years has been working
with the Army to provide vital power equipment to the troops.
As we all have seen a drawdown in major combat operations
overseas, the urgent requirement for thousands of sets of
tactical equipment, including large power generators, has
drawn down as well. This shift from large-scale battalion-level
support to the more tactical squad level has provided the DoD
leadership the much-needed opportunity to more intently study
and plan from the lessons learned in this new era of modern
warfare.
Complete with its power-hungry gadgets in tow in a long
logistical bag drag, the need for fuel in war is definitely a costly
one. The Army’s Project Manager Mobile Electric Power (PM
MEP) at Fort Belvoir, VA, has already begun fielding the new,
more fuel efficient AMMPS generators to eventually take place
of the existing more thirsty Tactical Quiet Generators (TQG).
With frightening terms such as fiscal constraint, sequestration,
and austerity dominating the public discourse, both the Army
and Marine Corps have their work cut out for them. With
frightening terms such as fiscal constraint, sequestration, and
austerity dominating the public discourse, both the Army and
Marine Corps have their work cut out for them. It is by now
a well-documented fact that the fuel consumption for power
generation over the past decade of wars contributed greatly
to the costly, long logistic trails that put the lives of warfighters
at risk. Whether it is JP-8 directly for generators or for tactical
vehicles constantly idling to produce much-needed power for
the troops, the highest levels of the Pentagon are working
diligently to reduce consumption without risking the mission
requirements.
Fidelity Technologies Corporation, based in Reading, PA,
has set its sights on carving out a niche in the DoD small
power market and has begun its effort in a big way in spite of
the downturns. Starting with their recent $176 million award
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to manufacture the Army’s 3kW TQG and by simultaneously
entering into the soldier power market with their man-portable
1kW generator, Fidelity improves upon existing programs while
creating innovative approaches to power solutions.
The 1k LMPG (Lightweight Man Portable Generator) is
a 1kW, 39-pound system that is the first native JP-8 burner
to enter into the fray of small soldier power. The system has
recently been evaluated by Quantico’s PM Expeditionary Power
Systems for use as a field battery charger. Meanwhile, Fort
Belvoir’s PM MEP is also interested in small tactical power
systems, working a host of efforts in close cooperation with PM
SWAR, CERDEC, PM EPS, and other programs offices.
Fidelity contends that with their proprietary rotary engine
and alternator designs, they will be able to fill the power gaps
at the soldier level in output capabilities varying from 1-5kW (AC
or DC)—all in systems weighing less than 50 pounds. These
lightweight systems will enable troops to access the power
required for communications, sensors, or battery charging in the
most remote locations that are far removed from the power grid.
Since a single system will be able to support an entire mission,
it will reduce the logistics of batteries and fuel fielded generators
require on a typical operation.
With its small size and high power output capability ranging
from 5kW-30kW, Fidelity anticipates generating much interest
with both legacy platforms from HMMWV, Bradley, Abrams, and
Medium Tactical Vehicle Replacement to new platforms such as
Joint Light Tactical Vehicle and ongoing Marine Corps vehicle
efforts such as the Amphibious Combat Vehicle and Marine
Personnel Carrier.
The legacy 3kW TQG has long been the Army & Marine
Corps’ top choice for small power applications, and with this
recent award, it will now be built by Fidelity. The company
has already established itself as a top manufacturer of power
equipment for the DoD with their 2008 award as sole provider
of PM MEP’s Power Distribution Illumination Systems Electrical
(PDISE). These systems have long been the provider of
distributed power generation for the troops, and Fidelity has
manufactured and delivered over 12,000 to PM MEP to date.
The 3kW contract is now in the EMD phases of production,
and Fidelity has high aspirations to support the Army with its
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manufacturing capabilities.
Additionally, the recent exclusive North American licensing
agreement with British engine manufacturer Cubewano LTD
has enabled Fidelity to enter into new market space for soldier
power. Both companies are betting on the changing ratio of
internal combustion engines to rotary engines within the DoD.
With improved rotary engine capability, they will be able to
apply the benefits of their re-booted technology to a multitude
of requirements to reliably benefit the warfighter well into the
21st century.
Because of its inherent minimalistic design, the Wankel
rotary engine has for years been a preference for power-dense
applications, yet the widespread acceptance and production
of rotary engines within military applications remains limited.
The majority of rotary engines within DoD platforms operated
in UAVs (e.g., the Shadow Program) and limited TARDECsupported R&D efforts for auxiliary power units. By using the
latest engine design analysis processes and material application
techniques, the Cubewano rotary engine has been able to
overcome known Achilles’ heels that have plagued the rotary
over the last 50 years.

on demanding DoD platforms that could benefit from the
Wankel design. In short, Fidelity’s rotary product line applies
21st-century technologies to solid 20th-century designs and
materials. If this power dense technology vets out as reliable,
Fidelity will be well positioned to be a major contributor to soldier
power requirements, vehicle APUs, and other technology areas
within the DoD.
While the military’s operational energy requirements will be
necessarily diverse and evolve beyond the generator, the power
systems and equipment designed and built by Fidelity will remain
an essential part of the DoD power mix for years to come.
Expanding and improving upon them reaps obvious benefits.
Recognizing that soldiers need power at different echelons,
the lightweight 1kW system provides dependable power to the
squad without inhibiting maneuverability requirements of the
mission. Additionally, after so much coverage of the amount
of fuel trucked into combat overseas, larger platform fieldings
of rotary engine technologies—such as those from Fidelity
Technologies—will improve the economies of battlefield fuel
consumption.
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Promoting national Security Since 1919
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Maximize Your Reach & Budget!
america’s top rated Defense exhibitions for 2013

(as of november 15, 2012)

I/ITSEC – 3250
December 3–6, 2012  Orlando, FL
Exhibit POC: Debbie Dyson, 703-247-9480
Meeting POC: Samantha Riemer, 703-247-9490

Ground Robotics Capabilities Conference & Exhibition – 3380
April 29–May 1, 2013  Atlanta, GA
Exhibit POC: Allison Hitchner, 703-247-2573
Meeting POC: Cindy Moore, 703-247-2540

24th Annual SO/LIC Symposium & Exhibition – 3880
Jan 28–30, 2013  Washington, DC
Exhibit POC: Cassandra Stewart, 703-247-2582
Meeting POC: Meredith Geary, 703-247-9476

14th Annual Science & Engineering Technology Conference/
Defense Tech Exposition – 3720
April 24–25, 2013  Washington, DC
Exhibit POC: Cassandra Stewart, 703-247-2582
Meeting POC: Brant Murray, 703-247-2572

2013 Pacific Operational Science & Technology
Conference – 3540
March 5–7, 2013  Honolulu, HI
Exhibit POC: Allison Hitchner, 703-247-2573
Meeting POC: Tia Pitt, 703-247-9467
DI2E World Wide 2013 Training & Technology
Demonstrations – 3A04
March 12–14, 2013  Tampa, FL
Exhibit POC: Luellen Hoffman, 703-247-9460
Meeting POC: Tammy Kicker, 703-247-9494
29th Annual National Logistics Symposium
& Exhibition – 3730
March 18–21, 2013  Miami, FL
Exhibit POC: Cassandra Stewart, 703-247-2582
Meeting POC: Kari King, 703-247-2588
2013 Joint Service Power Expo – 3670
April 23–25, 2013  Charleston, SC
Exhibit POC: Luellen Hoffman, 703-247-9460
Meeting POC: Angie DeKleine, 703-247-2599

2013 Global EOD Conference & Exhibition – 3950
May 1–2, 2013  Ft Walton Beach, FL
Exhibit POC: Luellen Hoffman, 703-247-9460
Meeting POC: Laura Yuska, 703-247-2596
2013 Special Operations Forces Industry Conference – 3890
May 14–16, 2013  Tampa, FL,
Exhibit POC: Luellen Hoffman, 703-247-9460
Meeting POC: Meredith Geary, 703-247-9476
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Joint Armaments Conference, Exhibition & Firing
Demonstration – 3610
May 20–23, 2013  Indianapolis, IN
Exhibit POC: Allison Hitchner, 703-247-2573
Meeting POC: Allison McCloskey, 703-247-2570
2013 Environment, Energy & Sustainability Symposium &
Exhibition – 3440
June 11–13, 2013  New Orleans, LA
Exhibit POC: Cassandra Stewart, 703-247-2582
Meeting POC: Kari King, 703-247-2588

POC: Luellen Hoffman, Director of Exhibits 703-247-9460

Reserve online at
www.ndia.org/exhibits

Military Perspective
Bending the Burn:
Finding Efficiencies,
Spurring Transformation
Terry A. Yonkers is the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for
Installations, Environment, and Logistics, Washington, DC.
Mr. Yonkers has more than 35 years of experience developing
and managing environmental, safety, and occupational health
programs. This includes 22 years in government and more
than 16 years in private industry. Mr. Yonkers has worked
extensively within the DoD’s planning, programming, budgeting,
and resource allocation as well as congressional budgeting
processes. As the acting Deputy Assistant Secretary of the
Air Force for Environment, Safety and Occupational Health, he
developed strategic policies, guided Air Force’s ESOH programs
worldwide, and oversaw a $1.5 billion annual appropriation.
The military’s move towards greater alternative energy use is
often repeated and easy to simplify. Yet choosing how, where,
and when to start producing large amounts of renewable power
is extremely difficult, as is economically transitioning to new
fuels. The Air Force, which is the single largest user of fuel in the
U.S., has unique requirements and opportunities in the energy
realm; its success will undoubtedly act as a bellwether for the
renewable energy and biofuel industries. Mr. Yonkers details
how the USAF will achieve both renewable energy goals and
improved energy security.
Mr. Yonkers was interviewed by Kevin Hunter.
DoD PEP: Please speak to your role as Assistant Secretary
of the Air Force and what it entails.
The Assistant Secretary for Installations, Environment, and
Logistics is responsible for providing direction and oversight for
all matters pertaining to the formulation, review, and execution of
plans, policies, programs, and budgets for installations, energy,
environment, safety and occupational health as well as weapon
systems logistics support.
DoD PEP: Please speak to the current environment of
energy savings awareness across the Air Force.
Yonkers: Energy is a critical component to every aspect of the
Air Force mission. We must have assured access to reliable
supplies of energy and the ability to protect and deliver sufficient
fuel to meet operational needs. Our challenge is to ensure that all
Airmen understand the importance of energy security and make
energy awareness as pervasive as safety awareness where that
translates into actions. We are talking directly to our Airmen
every day from the Secretary and the Chief of Staff to squadron
leaders, visiting installations to draw attention to energy initiatives
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Mr. Terry Yonkers
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
Installations, Environment, and Logistics

emphasizing their role in mission accomplishment. Additionally,
we incorporate energy awareness into training for all Airmen and
civilians so they can turn that awareness into action.
October was Energy Action Month and the theme—“I
Am Air Force Energy”—focused on the role Airmen, civilians,
and families play in making us more energy secure. Efforts
included a letter from Air Force senior leadership, Energy Days
at installations, daily social media posts, and dozens of news
stories in base media outlets across the country highlighting the
role of energy and our Airmen.
Airmen are our most powerful change agents and innovators
who have identified new policies, processes, and technologies
to improve the way we use energy. Their efforts have even
been recognized outside DoD. In the last three years, the Air
Force has received 16 Federal Energy Management Program
(FEMP) Awards from the Department of Energy. In 2012, Airmen
received six FEMP Awards, and those winners helped save
more than $150 million and 42 million gallons of jet fuel.
DoD PEP: From an evolving perspective, please speak to
the state of some primary existing Air Force alternative
energy programs and ones currently/soon coming on line.
Yonkers: The Air Force is the largest consumer of energy in the
federal government with $9.7 billion in fuel and electricity costs
in fiscal year 2011. Eighty-six percent of that cost is attributed
to jet fuel, so a major piece of energy security is assuring supply
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Mr. Terry Yonkers tours the Air Force Research Laboratory at Tyndall Air Force Base, FL, on 20 April 2012, where he is briefed on a project using algae to create alternative fuels. Algae is grown in tanks and then run
through a series of tubes that circulates it above ground, where it receives sunlight to enhance growth. After being harvested and poured into solar trays to dry out for two days, the algae is broken into pieces, becoming
methane gas through the thermal conversion process. The methane can then be used as a fuel source. (USAF)

and making sure our military airframes are able to use different
types of fuels, including alternatives.
We have a goal to be ready to acquire 50 percent of domestic
aviation fuel requirements via an alternative fuel blend by 2016.
To achieve that goal, we are certifying our fleet to fly on the
following three alternative fuels:
• Fischer – Tropsch Process: a 50/50 blend of JP-8 and
synthetic fuel derived from coal, natural gas, and biomass
materials. As of April 2012, our entire fleet is certified to fly on
this blend.
• Hydroprocessed Renewable Jet: a 50/50 blend of JP-8
and animal fat-derived biofuels is certified for use in 95
percent of our aircraft.
• Alcohol to Jet: a 50/50 blend of JP-8 and alcohol-derived
biofuel was tested for the first time this summer on an A-10.
We are certifying these fuels today because we want to make
sure we have input into the development of the specifications of
these fuels to the level and quality we require, and we want to
ensure we are a ready customer when those fuels are broadly
available and cost competitive. We are also sharing what we
learn as an active member of Commercial Aviation Alternative
Fuels Initiative (CAAFI), which includes the Federal Aviation
Administration, airlines, aircraft and engine manufacturers,
energy producers, and researchers. Because of our research,
three airlines—Lufthansa, United, and Alaska—have used
biofuel blends on their flights.
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We also want to know more about the long-term effect of
these fuels on engine components, so in May 2012 we awarded
a contract to five turbine engine manufacturers to test the impact
of alternative fuels on engine durability. Testing will look at the
burn temperatures and their effect on engine components.
We know alternative fuels burn at a lower temperature than
traditional jet fuel, and we want to see the possible benefit that
may have on the longevity and durability of the engine. Testing is
expected to be completed in 2014.
DoD PEP: Please discuss Air Force progress towards the
one gigawatt goal of renewable energy and any successes/
concerns you have going forward regarding this goal.
Yonkers: The Air Force goal of obtaining 1,000 megawatts (MW)
of renewable energy by 2016 will exceed the Title 10 USC 2911
(“Energy performance goals and master plan for the Department
of Defense”) goal of 25 percent of all installation electricity use
coming from renewable sources by 2025. With 131 projects at
56 installations generating 37 MW, the Air Force received six
percent of its facility energy from renewables in 2011. This made
the Air Force the second-largest renewable energy user in the
federal government.
Currently, there are 50 additional projects under construction
or awarded that will add 19 MW over the next three years, and
the Air Force has 21 more large projects planned with a total
capacity of 148 MW. Beyond these efforts, the USAF is looking
to partner with industry on five additional projects that will total
more than 400 MW. Using enhanced use leases, these projects
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allow the Air Force to lease its land to third parties who build
renewable energy generation facilities and then sell renewable
power into the market and provide rent or in-kind consideration
back to the Air Force.
There is no “one size fits all” approach for renewable
energy projects. The Air Force looks at a range of factors
when determining which projects and procurement methods to
pursue.
Factors include:
• Renewable resource availability
• Mission needs and potential benefits
• State and local laws
• Private sector interest
• Energy infrastructure
• Base layout
• Market demand
DoD PEP: In terms of Air Force leadership within DoD
regarding implementation of published requirements and
objectives, please provide readers with some examples
of efforts being led by your office to meet/exceed these
mandates.
Yonkers: Our effort to make the Air Force more energy secure
requires a security posture that is robust, resilient, and ready.
Our strategy to achieve that security rests on three pillars: reduce
demand, increase supply, and change the culture.
For increasing supply at installations and in aviation, I have
already discussed our goals and efforts around alternative fuels
and renewable energy. As for reducing demand, at installations
our goal is to “reduce energy intensity by three percent annually.”
So far energy intensity is down 16 percent since 2003 due to
investments in building smart and energy efficiency. We require
all new buildings to be built to the U.S. Green Building Council’s
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design—or LEED—
Silver standard when it’s clear that would be a cost benefit to
the Air Force and have 35 facilities and 812 homes rated LEED
Silver or better. By 2017, we plan to invest almost a billion dollars
to upgrade our facilities.
In 2011, President Obama directed federal agencies to
make at least $2 billion worth of energy efficiency upgrades over
the next two years at no upfront cost to the taxpayer. We are
looking to accomplish this through Energy Savings Performance
Contracts (ESPCs) and Utility Energy Service Contracts (UESCs)
in which industry puts forth the upfront capital to make facility
upgrades and are paid back over time through the energy
savings. The Air Force has awarded 120 ESPCs since 1995,
including one in July at Tinker Air Force Base that will make
energy improvements to 70 buildings on base and is expected
to reduce Tinker’s energy intensity by 30 percent (saving $6.4
million annually).
The Tinker example is a product of our office’s greater focus on
these third-party financing tools. We have centralized our ESPC/
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UESC effort in one office and have implemented greater oversight
and better measurement and verification of energy and monetary
savings. We have pulled together experts from across the Air Force
to identify ways to streamline the process and increase throughput.
We are also reaching out to the private sector to get their input
through industry days.
In aviation, our goal is to reduce fuel consumption 10 percent by
2015, and from fiscal years 2006 to 2011, we reduced consumption
four percent. We have done this by including aircraft engine cleaning,
optimizing the loading of cargo on aircraft, removing non-essential
items to reduce weight, and optimizing our flight speed based on
altitude and weight. Because of these initiatives, we are able to do
more with less. For example, the cost to move one ton of cargo one
mile by air is down 21 percent, and we are now able to transport 27
percent more cargo on just three percent more fuel. We are looking
to expand these initiatives along with developing new technologies
that will help us continue to drive down our consumption.
We are reinforcing these efforts across the Service by fostering
an aware culture. Initiatives include incorporating energy education
into the training for all Airmen and civilians over the next few years
and outreach efforts like the previously mentioned Energy Action
Month. The impact of these initiatives is evident in the 16 FEMP
awards from DoE and the significant strides we have made in
reducing our consumption in electricity and fuel use.
DoD PEP: Feel free to discuss any recent milestones/
challenges over the short and long term that your office has
reached/is addressing.
Yonkers: One area we have not discussed is ground vehicles. The
Air Force has reduced demand for vehicle fuel by four percent,
saving 1.1 million gallons of gasoline. This was achieved by using
alternative fuels where possible, introducing 955 hybrid electric
vehicles, and looking at ways to right size our vehicle fleet. To
increase supply, the Air Force maximizes the use of alternative fuels
and in fiscal year 2012 replaced 1.8 million gallons of gasoline with
E85 and biodiesel.
The most ambitious vehicle effort we have is the project
to make Los Angeles Air Force Base the first federal facility to
replace 100 percent of its general-purpose fleet with electric
vehicles. The fleet of 41 vehicles ranges from passenger sedans
to shuttle buses.
The effort is a partnership with the Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Lincoln Laboratory, California Public Utility Commission,
numerous California state and federal agencies, and industry.
The vehicles will be connected to the grid through 41 electric
charging stations, ultimately putting energy back on the grid to
lower the demand at LA Air Force Base at peak times, a process
known as “peak shaving.” The connection will help frequency
regulation, the balance of real-time supply and demand of energy.
More info: safie.hq.af.mil
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Army S&T Powers Up Expert Team

to find energy solutions
The Army’s power and energy technology for the
battlefield of the future moves warfighters away
from a logistics train that has traditionally led to
casualties.
By Dr. Edward Shaffer, Power and Energy Division Chief
U.S. Army Research Laboratory

A team of science and technology (S&T) experts that is part of
Research, Development, and Engineering Command (RDECOM)
organizations orchestrates and develops the plan for those power
and energy solutions.
The RDECOM Power and Energy Technology Focus
Team’s (TFT) primary role is to develop long-term science and
technology strategies to support future Army operational needs.
The team also advises senior leaders on current and near-term
power and energy products. The core TFT team consists of
representatives from RDECOM staff; Army Research Laboratory
(ARL); Communications-Electronics Research, Development,
and Engineering Center (CERDEC); Tank Automotive Research,
Development, and Engineering Center (TARDEC); U.S. Army
Armament Research and Development Center (ARDEC); Aviation
and Missile Research, Development, and Engineering Center
(AMRDEC); and Natick Soldier Research, Development, and
Engineering Center (NSRDEC).
The DoD is one of the single largest energy consumers. Energy
is vital to the technology-enabled capabilities that provide our
military superiority, but we have an obligation to use it wisely in the
field, just as we do on installations.
Energy resupply on the battlefield is one of four great challenges
experts on the TFT address; the others are conserving available
energy via more efficient conversion, lightening the load that soldiers
carry, and reducing the overall energy footprint.
We exchange information to ensure situational awareness of
emerging technologies, trends, and Army needs. TFT members
engage in periodic meetings and workshops to ensure a consistent
Army viewpoint of power and energy S&T to help inform and
advise both their internal and Army and DoD leaders. Our goal is to
help ensure research efforts are complementary and collaborative
wherever possible, that external opportunities are leveraged, and
that duplicative efforts are avoided.
The focus team analyzes the S&T portfolio to identify gaps
and opportunities. Although all research program and technology
projects are executed within ARL and the RDECs, the team helps
identify specific goals and metrics reflecting how the technology can
be best advanced given available resources.
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The TFT also provides the benefit of speaking with “one
voice” for RDECOM within a particular technology area, said John
Carroll, P&E TFT Action Officer, who partners in leading the team.
He believes this is of “tremendous advantage to the Army” in
addressing external inquiries such as those from the Government
Accountability Office or Congress.
“We also help the Army become smart buyers by having a
forum where the TFT is an honest broker for vetting emerging
technologies and products,” Carroll said. “We can ask the tough
questions for organizations or Army leadership at the outset and
develop and share white papers reflecting a consensus view of how
a particular approach stacks up against the state of the art.”
The team’s look at challenges from many angles has yielded
some interesting Army S&T possibilities.

Smart Battlefield Energy
ARL is looking at a Smart Battlefield Energy on-Demand
(SmartBED) concept that will enable soldiers to exploit both energy
and data for better efficiency on the battlefield. The SmartBED
concept envisions perceptive and intelligent energy networks
for more flexible, adaptive, and efficient energy sharing among
Soldiers, platforms, and base camps. The approach is different from
commercial microgrid and Smart grid efforts in that it embraces a
bottom-up, reconfigurable architecture versus a top-down, fixed
grid infrastructure.
SmartBED hubs will get a boost from computer technology to
efficiently monitor and regulate energy. “Smart energy is exciting
work that has very big potential,” said Bruce Geil, the Power
Conditioning Branch chief at the U.S. Army Research Laboratory.
Soldiers who power and recharge their equipment within
SmartBED energy nodes may do so wirelessly so they always
come out “energy-ready,” said Geil. ARL’s goal is to improve the
operational energy for Army outposts and Soldier patrols so that
troops maintain their energy levels between outposts and on
dismounted patrols through energy-sharing networks.

Tactical Microgrids
The Army is one of the first and leading organizations to
develop tactical microgrid technologies for the battlefield, said
Christopher Wildmann, an electrical engineer with the Power
Division of Communications-Electronics Research, Development,
and Engineering Center at Fort Belvoir, VA.
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Warfighters have a demand
for small, lightweight technology
that installation microgrids do not.
Ruggedizing and environmental
considerations for the microgrids are
also a concern, Wildmann said.
The team at CERDEC has
been able to demonstrate a tactical
microgrid system that can network
multiple generators, representing
a 37 percent reduction in fuel
consumption.

The Natick Soldier Systems
Center in Natick, MA, is working
with a company founded by
technology developers at the
Institute for Soldier Nanotechnology
at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology to design systems
that can wirelessly transfer power
between the soldier’s helmet and
vest.

Right now a soldier could get
~5W of power to a helmet receiver
at about 50 percent efficiency
from a battery on his vest or torso,
Wireless Power
according to an article about the
Army S&T has demonstrated wireless power transfer from helmet to vest. (DASA)
technology from the Office of the
Soldiers can carry up to 74 kinds
of batteries on a mission, from the size of an eraser to brick-size, Assistant Secretary of the Army for Acquisition, Logistics and
said Katherine Hammack, the Army’s assistant secretary for Technology.
Installations, Energy, and Environment at an Association of the
U.S. Army event this summer. “One in every 46 convoys suffers a
Summary
casualty,” she continued. “The better we steward our resources,
consume less, and deploy new technology, we reduce the amount
The future of Army S&T looks promising as scientists and
of casualties and increase force to accomplish the mission.”
engineers take a holistic approach to design power and energy
systems. Standalone solutions are not enough. SmartBED,
Army scientists want to drastically reduce the number of microgrids, and more power with less weight are a clear path for
batteries soldiers must carry. The wireless transfer of power the future.
technology could eliminate the need for bulky cables used in the
battery recharging process.
More info: army.mil/rdecom
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Beyond Batteries:

Powering

the Soldier
DoD PEP: In your opinion, are future
Mr. Doug Morrison retired as an Army Colonel,
U.S. overseas contingencies likely to be
with over 30 years of operational and business
counterinsurgencies or “small wars”?
experience in defense and security areas. He was
selected by DuPont in October 2010 to be the
Morrison: The environment is uncertain. We’ll
lead for developing Army protection technology
see threats not unlike those we have seen in Iraq
business and then as the Director for Army
and Afghanistan, but don’t take that to mean that
Programs, his current position. His selection
it will be a counterinsurgency campaign. That’s
was based on his senior level leadership and
more of a mission. The most likely environment
management experience in Homeland Security;
will feature state, non-state, and transnational
Strategic Decision Support/Operations Analysis;
Mr. Doug Morrison
actors (like narcotics traffickers). They will use a
Lessons Learned; Coalition/Joint Operations;
variety of means, tactics, and tools to go after U.S.,
Operations and Strategy; and planning and
allied, and coalition security forces in a particular environment
operational experience in Iraq, Kuwait, Balkans, and Korea.
or contingency from an asymmetrical standpoint. When we
A graduate of the U.S. Military Academy (class of 1982), breached the berm in 1991 and defeated Saddam Hussein’s
Mr. Morrison has since earned master’s degrees in Strategy forces, that’s the last time a type of campaign like that will occur
(National Defense University), Military Art and Science (U.S. without some other accelerants around.
Army Command and General Staff College), and Management
Understanding this new environment is critical. Since
(Webster University).
2001, we’ve been prepared for things like attacks on supply
Despite advances in how the military provides power to convoys. The IED is a “back to the future” weapon. We saw
servicemen and women in the field, improvements should not them in Vietnam with “booby-trapped” Coke cans. The IED will
halt as the U.S. withdraws from Afghanistan. There is a need become the weapon of choice because it allows someone to
to continue developing better soldier energy systems in order stand off and take out soldiers with relatively low cost. But now
to make the individual combatant even more mission capable. technology is so rapidly advancing, these types of weapons are
With the strategic environment defined by uncertainty, Dupont more effective.
Executive Doug Morrison believes that the soldier must be
The example I like to use is that of GPS. Back in 1991, it
thought of as a “system” sustained by continued innovation and
used to be a brick with a large antenna. You could always tell if
holistic thinking.
someone had trouble lining up the satellites because you would
move it around like you could get it closer to them. Twenty years
Mr. Morrison was interviewed by DoD PEP Editor
later, everyone has one in their phone. Technology is changing
George Jagels.
so rapidly and the costs are going down. Non-state actors can
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buy this equipment now (sometimes in bulk) and have become
more sophisticated adversaries. In my view, they will probably
use the Internet as a command and control network. So, the
environment we will see will be more uncertain, the threats will
continue, and most likely, multiply.
DoD PEP: What, in your opinion, is the Army’s most urgent
energy requirement?
Morrison: Three things. First, decrease the weight a soldier
carries. As Brigadier General Moran has said, the soldier and
Marine is the most employed and deployed weapons system
this country has. Currently, about 10 to 15 pounds of his or
her load is batteries. DuPont is looking at a number of ways to
improve the internal science of batteries. Part of this solution
is rechargeable batteries; over 50 percent of the Army’s
usage is rechargeable batteries. Basically, fewer batteries and
standardized sizes could help reduce this load.
Second, look at the soldier as a system or a platform. The
Army has said that the squad is the decisive echelon or formation
on the battlefield, but it currently lacks overmatch. Soldiers
must be agile, sustainable, and able to operate for 72 to 96
hours without major resupply. Without returning to a base, the
squad must operate for days with the batteries they carry. So
how do you give them a charging capability to maintain tactical
flexibility? There should be an echelon recharging capability so
that all recharging doesn’t have to be done at the individual level
and to lessen the requirement on the lowest level. This means
that, at the lowest level, you’re maintaining the least requirement
for energy possible while still maintaining a tactical edge.
Third, enable electricity generation and recharging at various
levels of operation. In the case of batteries, if I have rechargeable
batteries, then how do you look at the recharging and distribution
of that energy? The Army appears to be moving in the right
direction with SWIPES (Soldier Worn Integrated Power and
Energy System), which allows a soldier to operate and recharge
at the same time. But that begs a practical question: how to
recharge the battery in the vest? A solar blanket could be an
option. Looking ahead to 2020, nano-structural materials could
play a part in capturing solar energy. Lighter materials will lessen
the soldiers’ load and allow more flexible movement. There’s
also the potential for kinetic movement—walking, for example—
to charge soldier power systems.
DoD PEP: Do you think in general the U.S. military’s
approach has been too narrow, too focused on batteries,
as a way to provide the soldier with more energy?
Morrison: I would answer that in two ways. In the past, there
has been a focus on the battery side of the equation. The Iraq
and Afghanistan environments have proven to be very different.
What has become apparent in Afghanistan is that dismounted
combat action has changed the combat load equation—you’re
carrying 120 pounds up and down mountain ranges. We’ve
had to do a reassessment. Batteries are great. Disposable
ones are fine, but you waste them and have to carry more of
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them. Rechargeable ones lighten the load, but they present the
problem of recharging. We are now beginning to understand
how to go after the problem.
The second part of the answer is this dynamic of providing
energy efficiently to the soldier. Operational energy can’t just be
about batteries. Because once you talk about batteries, you then
have to address resupply and recharging. This requires an endto-end solution. If you pick off one part of it, you don’t address
the whole challenge. This is where the idea of the soldier as a
platform is useful and requires a holistic solution. If you listen to
General [Martin E.] Dempsey discussing the Joint Force 2020
and General [Raymond T.] Odierno, they say the squad is the
decisive force on the battlefield, but they need overmatch. The
critical element of that squad is the trooper taking the fight to
the enemy.
I would like to see a systems approach to soldier equipment,
to look at him or her as a platform. The soldier has to carry a lot
of equipment, and a high tempo of operation puts a strain on him
or her. Take body armor as an example: How can we leverage
the fact he or she is going to carry certain items with energy
requirements? The soldier needs to be sustained physically,
recharged, so to speak, and this can be done from a nutritional
standpoint, for example.
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DoD PEP: How else can we think about soldier energy
more holistically?
Morrison: Modularity is important so you can tailor the mission
load through an integrated system and avoid a “Christmas tree”
effect of hanging more things on the soldier. Let’s think about
the soldier needs—weapons, protection, prevention—and what
the requirements are—sustained combat operations in any
environment—and then try to get after the solution. How do we
use light-weight materials, for example, that provide the same or
better ballistic protection that are tailored to the soldier—head to
toe—and all those other components. In a vehicle, for example,
perhaps soldiers could shed the outer vest or trickle charge the
electronics.
On clothing, by 2020, we could develop a uniform that’s
multifunctional with, for example, camouflage that changes
based on the environment. It’s prevention—if I can’t be seen I
can’t be engaged and therefore hit. It’s got an FR capability. And
low-level ballistic protection.
Right now, an end-to-end system solution does not exist.
There are at least three or four PMs and several hundred
requirements documents that look at what the soldier has to carry.
I believe that there have been only two capabilities development
documents for the Abrams tank. It’s sophisticated—the best
tank in the world—and it’s a platform, a system. Or the UH-60
by Sikorsky: they put together the package. The soldier doesn’t
have that same sort of unity. So it comes back to looking at the
soldier as a system, looking at his kit as an integrated system.
Improved energy consumption; protection innovation; food,
nutrition, and sustainment; and sensors and night vision can be
made into a package of interrelated devices.
And how do you sustain the innovation and keep the people
who improve weapons (like the M4 carbine)? How do you have
an R&D system in place focused on soldier needs when the
inevitable uncertain environment materializes? By keeping this
going within a structure, we can rapidly bring to bear innovation
and keep it going rather than inventing a way to do it (like the
Rapid Equipping Force or the Rapid Innovation Fund). The
system should be set up to support the soldier just like we would
construct another weapon system.
DoD PEP: Is there a risk of the Army moving away from
soldier systems as we leave Afghanistan?
Morrison: There is a potential risk of losing sight of some lessons
we’ve learned. In general, it is difficult to look forward and identify
where the next fight will occur and what threats will materialize.
Michael Howard said something to the effect of, “We hope to get
it not too wrong.” A positive for the Army right now is that some
current senior leaders, who were part of the transformation after
the Vietnam War and later during the Iraq War, understand the
importance of lessons learned, and will use that knowledge to
shape the Army going forward.
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Despite the Army’s great ability to adapt in combat, as with
any human endeavor, there is risk. One is budgetary. Given the
budgetary struggles that lie ahead, we can’t do everything. All
choices must be strategic and address risk mitigation. Second,
you have to continue to look forward and keep the R&D pipeline
strong so you can adapt to uncertainty. Last, you have to be
prepared for the uncertainty. The next war might not be a
counterinsurgency campaign.
DoD PEP: Tell us about specific DuPont products related
to operational energy.
Morrison: There are number of areas where we can leverage our
commercial expertise in material science to help the warfighter.
Our focus is in three different areas: people and infrastructure
protection, energy security with operational and installation
energy, and food security—in a military context, this would
mean fueling our warriors through advances in bioscience.
From a protection standpoint, we have a series of lightweight
materials—DuPont Kevlar and DuPont Nomex, for example.
Other areas of focus include: renewable materials development
and “hybridization”—how those materials interact with other
materials. In our protection business, we have an ultra-high
molecular weight polyethylene material called DuPont Tensylon.
It’s a tape-like material that is flexible. Our scientists are looking
at gaining synergy between Tensylon, Kevlar, Aramid and other
kinds of chemistry. We’re looking at Tensylon as a hard armor—
plates, helmets, and so on—and we view hybridization as a way
to get better strength for individuals and platforms.
Relative to energy, and from a marketplace standpoint,
DuPont provides 70 percent of the material inside of solar
modules, though we don’t actually build them. Our scientists
are researching how to improve the efficiency of solar panels.
This is important from a military operational perspective because
you cut down on fuel convoys and, therefore, casualties. From a
national perspective, solar capabilities will allow military bases to
continue working if, for example, there is a terrorist attack on the
electrical grid. This allows the armed forces to maintain some
semblance of mission.
Of course, we need to know how to store this energy, so
we’re looking at different battery chemistries beyond lithium ion.
The goal is a more energy efficient, energy dense solution. From
a platform standpoint, we want to identify seven to 12 years
from now the potential of hybrid electric platforms and how
those batteries will need to be protected.
On nutrition, DuPont purchased a Danish company, Danisco,
which specializes in food and nutrition. Our scientists are looking
at proteins and enzymes and how those things interact while
looking at improving the overall well-being of a person. DuPont is
focused on taking this bioscience information and collaborating
with the Army to create the next level of solutions required for
our warriors. Looking at these materials as whole, you can look
at the soldier as a platform and see how they fit.
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DoD PEP: Does fuel cell technology have potential for
generating power at some echelons and making soldier
power more mobile?
Morrison: Generating at echelons can be done through solar,
efficient generators, and fuel cells, among other things. DuPont has
done a lot of work around fuel cells. We have to be cognizant of the
sustainment aspect of fuel cells. What kind of fuel are they using?
Standard JP-8? Does this reduce the burden? A “downside” is if
the fuel cell uses a different chemistry—hydrogen, for example—
you might run into a tradeoff between its benefit and increases to
the sustainment burden. Fuel cell technology should be valuable
in the future at certain echelons—maybe not at a Bagram-type
base where generators and solar panels make sense—though it
may not be mature yet. But imagine the value added of a small,
efficient system at the platoon or squad level, especially if it can be
operated on the move.
DuPont has done work from a platform fuel cell standpoint
as well as what I call a squad-level fuel cell recharger that was
tested at Ft. Devens by the folks at Natick and PM Soldier
Warrior. It uses a different chemistry [than JP 8]. So the Army will
have to decide on tradeoffs and, even though they’re interested
in it, it might not be something they want to push forward on
presently. But they will probably test it operationally and might

want to keep the R&D effort going. I think the Army will look at
the science around a multi-fuel fuel cell or putting a fuel cell on
a platform [like an Abrams] to generate electricity without running
the engine
DoD PEP: How did your experience as an Army officer
influence your thoughts on soldier energy?
Morrison: The most important thing I learned as a leader was that
you have to take care of your troops: mission first, troops always.
You have to give them the best equipment, the best guidance,
and the best information. If you do this, the American soldier can
do anything. As part of a company that has a wealth of scientific
capability, it’s a very good day when we can contribute in some
way to taking care of troopers in the field. And that’s what it comes
down to for me: taking care of soldiers. I believe that it’s about
lightening the energy load, improving food and nutrition, and using
our advanced materials—which contribute to both the energy and
nutrition aspects—to provide better protection. I learned early on
and tried to live the fact that you have to execute the mission while
always remembering the importance of the human element that’s
in harm’s way. And now, at DuPont, we’re providing the materials
that are protecting our soldiers.
More info: contact@tacticaldefensemedia.com
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The Navy Powers Up

By George Jagels, Editor

on Waste

When we think of renewable energy, many technologies
might come to mind, from the traditional (hydro and geothermal)
to the new standards (wind and solar). Another renewable
technology, one fairly old but still advancing, is waste-to-energy
(W2E). In the tumultuous political debates about energy and the
environment, there is not much discussion of W2E as a part of the
U.S. energy future. The U.S. Navy, however, sees this technology
as an integral part of its energy portfolio for the 21st century.
In a November 2012 interview, Deputy Assistant Secretary
of the Navy for Energy Tom Hicks described the Navy’s W2E
programs, how they fit into the service’s renewable energy goals,
and their future in a greener, more self-sufficient force. “As
part of a series of technologies to address energy security and
independence goals, W2E has a great future with Navy. We
are actively pursuing and using it to meet the goals set forth by
Secretary Mabus and President Obama.” These goals, scheduled
to be achieved by 2020, include obtaining half the Navy’s energy
from alternative sources and assuring that half of installations will
be net zero energy users. This all equals out to about 1 gigawatt
of electricity or the power draw of Orlando or Honolulu.

base is isolated, for example, does not necessarily mean it’s a
good fit for a W2E project. “A lot of it is going to be circumstantial,”
Mr. Hicks explained. “For example, is the base proximate to
waste stock? If it’s available and we have an ability to make use
of it in partnership with industry on or adjacent to our land, then
it’s a possibility. And obviously the economics are going to drive
everything. If we can do this in a way that is cost neutral or revenue
positive, then we’re interested. There is no hard and fast rule
because every installation is different. Regulations vary by states,
as do the economics.”
Putting into practice this focus on economics, the Navy
completed four power purchase agreements (PPAs)—three solar,
one W2E—in the last twelve months that will save the service
$20 million over the next two decades. “There is a perception out
there that renewable energy must cost more, but from the Navy’s
perspective, by putting to use powerful authorities (like those that
allow PPAs) coupled with smart business moves placing the right
technologies at the right locations, we were able to save money,”
says Mr. Hicks. “We know we’re not necessarily going to get those
kinds of savings with every project, but, given our recent success,
that’s our goal.”

Mr. Hicks cited landfill gas projects as an area in which a
real dent can be made in renewable energy requirements. The
Marine Corps Logistics Base in Albany, GA, for example, has a
partnership with the local government to extract gas from the
nearby landfill and use it to generate 1.9 MW of electricity for the
base (25 percent of demand). USMC Airstation Miramar, which
hosts a landfill leased by the city of San Diego, uses landfill gas to
provide 50 percent of its energy needs.

In ramping up new generation through W2E, the Navy is
mindful of potential pitfalls. Rejecting a one-size-fits-all approach,
Mr. Hicks believes the Navy needs to be environmentally conscious
where possible. “History has shown that industrialized countries
often import continental solutions to island problems. We import
the way you deal with waste and generate energy without enough
consideration of the island context. We need to think about how
we deal with waste long term in these circumstances,” says Mr.
Hicks.

“Contemporary W2E can provide secure and reliable power
to our installations,” said Mr. Hicks. “There’s also a comfort
level with this technology, though we are very excited about our
demonstration projects.”

Moreover, Navy bases can provide benefits to local communities
where many servicemembers and their families live. Having robust
W2E generation capacity, for example, might allow a base to blackstart a municipal grid in case of an outage.

At Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam, the Navy is constructing a
gasifier to turn food waste from the commissary into gas. Another
gasification project is underway at Camp Smith, also in the Aloha
State. To Mr. Hicks, these demonstration projects are critical, if
not yet operational. “If they prove out, and if the economics prove
out, we can bring them to other locations where they make sense.
We’re optimistic that they will progress, but until the bricks and
mortar are down, we don’t know.”

While W2E is unlikely to become a major part of the greater
conversation on U.S. energy security, it could be extremely
effective at helping to secure power supplies at military facilities
around the country. In addition to municipal landfill gas, new
technologies are becoming available that could make W2E
projects viable at more bases. Since a 2011 meeting with industry
leaders, Mr. Hicks said the Navy has begun a variety of waste
characterization studies to flesh out future possibilities.

Whether W2E programs make financial sense will have a
significant bearing on where they are adopted. The fact that a

Should some of these studies eventually become reality, trash,
so often a burden, might yet become an energy producing asset.
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Making Use

of Trash:

The GEM

By Stu Haber, President and CEO of MSW Power

Waste-to-energy conversion (W2E) involves the processing
of many different types of unusable waste streams into heat,
electricity, and other forms of energy. In 2008, the U.S. alone
produced 250 million tons of municipal solid waste, or 4.5 pounds
per person per day. However, military troops located at forward
operating bases (FOB) produced much more—in fact, as many
as 25 pounds daily depending on location and mission. The U.S.
government’s 2012 budget for clean energy programs exceeds
$8 billion, clearly showing that the government recognizes the
importance of renewable energy, including W2E, and is investing a
great deal of money in many forms of renewable energy.

The GEM
MSW Power Corporation’s flagship product, the GEM (Green
Energy Machine) was first developed in 2005 under a U.S. Army
Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Program. Since then,
MSW Power financed further engineering of the GEM internally and
with additional government funding. During the summer of 2012,
a GEM system was installed and demonstrated at Edwards Air
Force Base in California. A second system is currently operating at
the Plymouth County Correctional Facility in Massachusetts. MSW
Power is also working on further enhancements to the GEM for
ultimate deployment to FOB as well as size and cost reduction for
commercial and government applications.
The GEM can add to base self-sufficiency and green energy
goals because of its ability to eliminate 95 percent of the waste
stream, resulting in an innocuous ash that may be landfilled. The
GEM also converts this waste into clean energy in the form of
electricity and heat, supporting Army Net Zero initiatives. Because
the GEM utilizes a process known as downdraft gasification, its
W2E process results in a clean syngas.

MSW Power believes there is a huge potential for the GEM at
both fixed and FOB of all services, as evidenced by ongoing militarywide efforts to develop similar products. The Army, in particular, has
strong interest in deploying this and comparable systems at FOBs,
as they recently issued a contract to re-engineer the size of the
GEM for transport into a FOB scenario.

Benefitting the Environment
The GEM is perfectly aligned with the desires of “clean
environment” supporters by significantly reducing greenhouse
gas emissions (GGE). In fact, one GEM operating at full capacity
reduces GGE by more than 1,000 tons annually. This reduction is
comprised of three aspects: 1) a reduction in electricity demands,
2) a reduction in heating demands, and 3) a reduction of emissions
from waste hauling that is no longer required because the waste
stream is converted to energy on-site. The table below reflects
these GGE savings as compared to other alternative energy
methodologies.

Working with the Military and
the U.S. Government
The U.S. government and military markets present a great
opportunity for the GEM. As we have seen, they generally spend
time and money properly vetting and perfecting the products they
support before engaging in broad acquisition and deployment
activities. This practice reduces risk and saves the government
money in the long run. MSW Power has had great success
obtaining support from various DoD agencies (Army, ESTCP, and
SERDP) to further the advancement of the GEM, and we value
these relationships.
More info: mswpower.com

The GEM at the Plymouth County Correctional Facility in Plymouth, MA. (MSW)
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First Civil Jet Flies on Pure Biofuel

Renewables on Bases: Plans and Action

On 29 October 2012, the National Research
Council of Canada (NRC) conducted the first civil
aircraft flight powered by 100 percent biofuel in
a demonstration over Ottawa. Applied Research
Associates and Chevron Lummus Global converted
oilseed crops commercialized by Agrisoma
Biosciences Inc. to power a Falcon-20 while a
trailing aircraft collected emissions information. The
drop-in fuel, called ReadiJet, was produced using a
dedicated industrial oilseed sold in western Canada
that Agisoma calls “a new generation of sustainable
and scalable biomass crops.”

The Navy’s drive to produce half its shore-based energy
requirements from renewable sources might have another
generator: wind turbines at Naval Station Newport.
Six 1.5 megawatt wind turbines could be constructed
beginning in 2014. No supply contracts were signed as of
December 2012.

The NRC said the fuel burned cleaner than, and
equally efficient as, conventional aviation fuel. The
test showed that aerosol emissions were reduced
by 50%. “We are pleased with these positive results.
The flight went smoothly and the data collected
enables us to better understand the impact of
biofuel on the environment,” said NRC President
John R. McDougall. “We will continue to work with
our partners…to bring this effective energy solution
to market.”

The largest solar farm in Virginia was recently completed
by the Navy near Naval Station Norfolk. A group of 8,600
solar panels will produce 2.1 megawatts of electricity, or
enough power for about 200 homes. The project cost $21
million and would meet two percent of the base’s energy
requirement.

Source: nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/eng

Hydrogenics of Mississauga, ON, began working on
building a fuel cell power plant after being awarded a contract
by the Hawaii Center for Advanced Transportation. Joint
Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam will use the approximately 100
kilowatts of electricity generated by the plant.

Cape Cod Air Force Station received two new wind
turbines that will save $1 million a year on energy costs.
The turbines will operate for approximately 25 years and,
according to Air Force officials, should pay for themselves
after 12 years. They will provide electricity to the Phased
Array Warning System operated by the base.

Fuel Efficient Ground Vehicle Demonstrator Alpha: Saving Fuel, Saving Lives
The Army’s Tank Automotive Research, Development
and Engineering Center (TARDEC) put its extremely efficient
diesel demonstrator Humvee, FED Alpha, on display at the
2013 All American Bowl. FED Alpha is a concept vehicle that
has the capabilities of an up-armored Humvee, but with a 70
percent improvement in miles-per-gallon rating. It is one of two
concept vehicles—FED Bravo is a hybrid—proving that fuel
savings can be achieved without sacrificing protection.

•C
 ontinental Teves accelerator force feedback pedal,
which cues the drive to accelerate the vehicle for
optimal efficiency
• Carbon fiber body panels, which reduce weight and
increase rigidity.
Source: tardec.army.mil

FED Alpha features a number of fuel-saving
technologies including:
• Goodyear low-rolling-resistance tires that minimize
energy waste
• Optimized Cummins super/turbocharged
200-horsepower, 4.5-liter, 4-cylinder diesel engine
• Alcoa Defense lightweight aluminum monocoque
armored cab with underbody blast shield
• Performance friction low-drag aluminum brake calipers
• REM Chemical Isotropic Superfinishing gears
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Congressional Dispatch

Congress
About-Faces
on Military
Biofuels
By George Jagels, Editor

The National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA), signed into
law by President Obama on 2 January 2013, repealed provisions
that prevented the military from buying fuels more expensive than
petroleum, though investing in biofuel refinery production would still
require matching funds from the Departments of Agriculture and
Energy.
Senator Jim Inhofe (R-OK) derided the legislation as “trying to
experiment in green energy at the expense of our ability to defend
America and our (military) readiness.”
The Senator penned an op-ed in Roll Call on 4 December 2012
where he contended that U.S. military readiness and funding are
declining, and, therefore, the country must invest the maximum
amount of money towards its improvement.
“Our troops on the front lines are being forced to use equipment
well past its service life. We have terminated more than 50
modernization programs in the past two years and drastically
scaled back and slowed down the production of ships, ground
vehicles and aircraft, increasing overall costs. Our equipment reset
costs after years of fighting will be in the billions….While I fully
support the development and use of all alternative fuels, the priority
for our defense spending must be maintaining readiness,” he wrote.
The Navy came in for particular criticism for its alternative
fuels program. “When every defense cut degrades our military’s
readiness, why would we want our Navy to pay four to five times
more than necessary for fuel? With a military budget that continues
to decrease, where is the Navy going to get the funds to pay for
biofuels? What is the Navy willing to give up for biofuels?” Inhofe
wondered.
Others praised the decision to remove the provision. Senator
Baucus (D-MT) said that “tying our hands and forcing the American
military to depend on foreign oil is short-sighted and dangerous.”

www.tacticaldefensemedia.com

Senator Jeanne Shaheen (D-NH) had a similar view. “Advanced
biofuels are not yet in full production and so they can’t compete
with oil, since the oil market is 100 years old. But DoD investment
has caused the price to drop dramatically over the last two years.”
Senators Collins (R-ME) and Shaheen wrote in Politico this
summer that biofuels are “a long-term reliable energy source to
power a fleet of ships and fuel-thirsty aircraft that [have] several
military advantages.” The New England senators think weaning the
U.S. off of Middle Eastern oil has distinct security and foreign policy
advantages: less exposure to volatile regions and possibly less
money spent to protect the flow of oil from them.
Fully aware that the price per gallon of biofuels is still quite
high—the Navy famously paid $26 a gallon for a demonstration
in July 2012—Collins and Shaheen stressed the need to develop
the biofuel market as much as possible now to avoid “supply and
price volatility, [while] providing more stability for military planning.”
They wrote that a $10 increase in the price of oil means a $1 billion
problem for the Navy. The International Energy Agency predicts oil
prices will rise by at least that amount by 2020. Neither senator
expressed interest in alternative fuels such as coal-to-liquids,
which the DoD is prohibited from purchasing.

Defense Energy Caucus Changes
The Defense Energy Security Caucus has lost two of its
co-chairs: Representatives Roscoe Bartlett (R-MD) and Dennis
Hinchey (D-NY) left Congress as of January 2013. Both 20-year
veterans of House, Bartlett was defeated in a bid for reelection,
while Hinchey chose to retire. At the time of this writing, there has
been little word regarding who might replace the two men in the
caucus. Current co-chairs are Reps. Gerry Connolly (D-VA) and
Jack Kingston (R-GA).
More info: contact@tacticaldefensemedia.com
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NewsTech
Alta Devices Announces Charging Mat Designs
On 4 January 2013, Alta Devices introduced reference designs for the
world’s lightest, and highest energy density, flexible military charging mats.
The smallest of these chargers, which convert light into electricity, weighs
just 4 ounces, has dimensions that are slightly larger than a sheet of paper,
and can provide significant power to a soldier in the field without the need
for an alternative fuel source.
Alta says this technology can also be introduced in unmanned systems,
consumer electronics, automobiles, and a variety of industrial, remote power
applications. “We have come to rely on mobile machines and devices that
always need a source of power whether it be the grid, batteries, or fuel,”
said Chris Norris, president and CEO of Alta Devices. “But in the next
decade, we will come to expect mobile power that is transparently available
at all times.”
According to the Army Research Laboratory, a soldier’s load can
weigh 100 pounds, over a third of which are
batteries. Alta’s technology can reduce that
battery weight by 70 percent, saving
approximately 25 pounds of pack
weight. This reduction allows troops
to extend their mission without
needing to be resupplied.
Source: altadevices.com

Army Contract for
Variable-Speed Turbine
The U.S. Army awarded Pratt
& Whitney a contract to research
and develop an advanced
variable-speed power turbine
(AVSPOT) for current and future
aircraft. The program is meant to
meet range and lift requirements
while
improving
efficiency,
performance, and affordability
of rotary engines, and it does
not lack ambition: P&W plans for
the turbine to enable rotorcraft
to hover at up to 10,000 feet
and cruise at up to 25,000 feet.
AVSPOT should also expand the
speed range 55 to 105 percent
while improving fuel consumption.

Air Force Awards
Secondary Power Logistics
Solution Contract
The USAF has awarded Honeywell
a contract modification for maintenance
support for the secondary power system
(SPS) on the F-15. The SPS provides
power for engine starting and power
for accessories when the engines are
self-sustaining. Work will be carried out
through a public-private partnership at
Hill Air Force Base, UT, and the contract
has a potential value of $355 million
through January 2020. Honeywell plans
to improve availability and reliability and
lower maintenance cost and inventory.
Source: honeywell.com

Marine Corps
Acquisition Priorities
The Project Manager Expeditionary
Power Systems (PdM EPS) has issued
several Requests for Proposal in
the final months of 2012 for mobile
electric power and other systems. The
USMC’s needs are many, and they
reflect the Corps’ diverse predicted
future
operational
environment.
Looking to fill the gap between solar
powered generation units and fossil
fueled systems, PdM EPS is turning to
industry for a hybrid power system in
the 5 to 60kW range.
A research initiative called the
Medium Hybrid Expeditionary Energy
System (MHEES) will address the next
level of power capability above the
GREENS system—currently capable of
generating 300w continuously and 1kW
peak—while keeping weight, size, and
costs down. MHEES will be a trailerbased system that utilizes renewable
energy, energy storage, and fuelfired generators to extend critical fuel
supplies at small outposts and bases.
Working collaboratively with the Army,
the initiative will also be a stepping
stone towards helping to fill the gap
in micro-gridding technology at larger
power levels.
Other PdM EPS initiatives include
a tactical water chiller, environmental
control systems for soft walled shelters,
power distribution, improved solar
panels, radio power adapter, battery
chargers for communications and
electronics batteries, lightweight water
purification, and on-board vehicle
power.

Mr. Michael Gallagher, product
manager for expeditionary power
systems, Marine Corps Systems
Command, contributed much detail to
this article.

Source: pw.utc.com/press
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NewsTech
Maintenance Stands Assist
Award-Winning Base

Do Biofuels Further
National Security?

Tinker Air Force
Base received the
Robert T. Mason
Depot Excellence
Award in recognition
of
productivity
gains achieved in
numerous areas of
its operations. In
servicing a record
55 aircraft during
the yearlong award
period, 1,400 personnel in six facilities increased productivity by
more than 20 percent while saving over $2 million compared to
outsourcing the same operations.

In what could be a brutal twist of irony,
the New England Complex Systems Institute
(NECSI) claimed in a recent report that U.S.
biofuel subsidies, partly aimed at augmenting
national security, are helping to stoke instability
in countries considered vital to American
security. According to the institute’s modeling,
the rise in prices in 2011—which spurred food
riots in Egypt and elsewhere—can partly be
blamed on corn ethanol subsidies causing a
redistribution of American maize from exports
to fuel production, causing the price of food to
climb. Their quantitative observations “suggest
that protests may reflect not only long-standing
political failings of governments, but also
the sudden desperate straits of vulnerable
populations. If food prices remain high, there
is likely to be persistent and increasing global
social disruption.”

The base’s maintenance squadron utilized a customized
version of the CV International (Cvl) maintenance stands used in a
wide range of military, rotary, and commercial aircraft maintenance,
including the recently announced Boeing 787 stand.
Designed to meet or exceed the highest military and civilian
standards, CvI incorporates a unique aluminum and steel fabrication
approach enhancing a modular, ergonomically advanced, and
sturdy maintenance platform.
Source: cvintl.com

ESTCP Announces New Energy
and Water Demonstrations
On 13 December 2012, the DoD’s Environmental Security
Technology Certification Program (ESTCP) announced 22 new
projects to demonstrate emerging energy and water technologies on
military installations through its Installation Energy Test Bed initiative.
This initiative plays a key role in testing, evaluating, and scaling up
innovative new energy technologies to improve the department’s
energy security and reduce its facility energy costs.
The Department has 300,000 buildings on its installations and
spends nearly $4 billion a year on the energy needed to operate them.
Demonstrations generate the cost and performance data needed
to validate promising technologies, allowing them to be fielded and
commercialized more rapidly. These technologies will enable DoD’s
installations to operate using less energy, and they will improve energy
security by allowing installations to maintain critical activities even if the
commercial electric grid is disrupted.

Though biofuel amounts to a small proportion
of DoD energy outlays (about 7 percent),
its financial feasibility will be determined by
whether the market grows and costs come
down. But that exact market growth could make
the Middle East more unstable, precipitating
national security risks and a rise in the price
of oil biofuels were supposed to help protect
against in the long run.
Likely Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel
was not known as a “green” Senator during his
twelve years in office, but he came out in support
of biofuels last month in his questionnaire for the
Senate Armed Services Committee. The former
Senator’s cautious endorsement mirrored the
Pentagon position. He wrote, “It is prudent
for the Department to engage in tests and
demonstrations to confirm defense equipment
can operate on a range of fuels. However, as
the Department allocates its limited resources
to ensure it delivers necessary warfighting
capability, it should only buy large volumes of
these fuels when they are cost-competitive with
petroleum products.” The definition of “large”
was not given.
Source: necsi.edu

Source: http://serdp.org/News-and-Events/News-Announcements
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